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Abstract—Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communications are vulner-
able to smart attacks, where the attacker can change the attack mode (e.g.,
eavesdropping and jamming) via smart radio devices. To ensure secure
transmissions against hybrid attacks, UAVs may transmit confidential infor-
mation and misleading information alternately. In this paper, we consider a
dynamic anti-hybrid attack framework with trajectory optimization, where
both a UAV and an attacker attempt to find their optimal trajectories
without knowing the information type and the attack mode of each other.
Given the major challenge due to incomplete knowledge (i.e., each agent
knows only its own information), we establish an adversarial game with
partial-observation feature to formulate an optimization problem, and
propose a counterfactual regret minimization learning scheme to achieve
the correlated equilibrium for both the UAV and attacker. Simulation
results validate the superiority of our scheme over a benchmark in UAV
communication scenarios with partial information.

Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), eavesdropping, jamming,
adversarial game, counterfactual regret minimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the advantages of high mobility and flexible deployment,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have found increasingly myriad ap-
plications, and are becoming an important component of 5 G and beyond
networks [1]. However, guaranteeing the secrecy of UAV communica-
tions is a surely important yet extremely challenging problem. On one
hand, due to the broadcast and line-of-sight (LoS) dominated nature
of air-to-ground wireless channel, UAV communications are prone
to be intercepted or jammed by potential attackers than conventional
terrestrial communication systems [2]. On the other hand, by leveraging
smart and programmable radio devices, illegitimate nodes become more
intelligent, which are able to flexibly change their attack mode to create
more severe damages [3]. Compared with the traditional fixed-mode
passive attackers, smart attackers with multi-mode operation would be
more harmful to UAV secure communications. To unlock the potential
of UAV services, considerable prior works have been conducted to
ensure secure UAV communications [4]–[8]. For cellular-connected
UAV networks, the authors in [4] examined the security challenges and
introduced a machine learning scheme [9]. To combat jamming attacks,
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the authors in [5] proposed a deep reinforcement learning algorithm for
UAV-aided cellular communications. While [6] and [7] were focused
on dealing with eavesdropping threats via trajectory design and power
control of UAVs. When multiple attacks modes (e.g. spoofing, jamming,
and eavesdropping) were considered, Xiao et al. in [8] formulated a
prospect theory game from a user-centric perspective to optimize the
attack policy of the attacker and the power allocation of the UAV.

Motivated by the work in [8],1in this paper we present a novel
paradigm for the anti-hybrid attack optimization problem, where the
smart attacker operates in three modes (i.e., eavesdropping, jamming,
and sleep) to destroy UAV’s secure transmissions, while the legitimate
UAV can transmit both confidential information and misleading infor-
mation dynamically to combat against the malicious activities. Each of
the two intelligent agents aims to optimize the trajectories to maximize
their long-term utilities. Taking the multiple attack modes of the attacker
and the multiple types of information of the UAV into consideration,
the network state, which is represented by the combination of attack
mode and information type, would be highly dynamic. Since these
information cannot be fully observed by the other agent, the complete
knowledge of the network state is not available to either the UAV or
the attacker. To address the challenges of dynamic state and incomplete
information, we adopt an adversarial game with partial observation to
formulate the trajectory optimization problem, and propose a coun-
terfactual regret minimization (CRM) scheme to obtain the expected
equilibrium solutions to the adversarial game. Numerical results show
that our CRM scheme attains a 20% performance improvement over
the Q-learning method in the presence of incomplete information.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We present the system
model and problem formulation in Section II. The adversarial game
with partial observation and the CRM scheme are presented in Section
III. We evaluate the proposed scheme and demonstrate its advantages by
numerical results in Section IV. The conclusions are drawn in Section
V. The key notations used in this paper are summarized in Table I.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider secure transmissions in a UAV net-
work, where a legitimate UAVU convey information to the ground base
station (GBS) G through a UAV-to-GBS (U2G) link in the presence of
a smart attacker A. The malicious attacker is capable of eavesdropping
and jamming and works in a half-duplex mode [10]. Specifically, when
the eavesdropping mode is adopted, the attacker turns on its receiver
and attempts to tap the legitimate transmissions of the U2G link; When
the attacker is in the jamming mode, it sends a jamming signal to block
the reception of UAV signal at the GBS. Apart from these two operation
modes, the attacker may occasionally switch to a sleep mode to avoid
being discovered and reduce its energy consumption. For the UAV, to
combat the attack, it dynamically transmits confidential information
and misleading information. In practice, the attack mode of the smart
attacker and the information type of the UAV are unknown to each
other, which is the main challenge to be addressed in this work.

We define a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system S �
{(x, y, z)|x, y, z ∈ R}, where the locations of the GBS G, the UAV U,
and the attacker A are given by lG = (0, 0,HG), lU = (xU, yU, zU),

1Note that the formulated optimization problems, the adopted game models,
and the proposed learning algorithms of [8] and our work are all different.
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Fig. 1. Illustration of a UAV communication network in the presence of a
smart, multi-mode attacker.

and lA = (xA, yA, 0), respectively. Correspondingly, the distance dXY

between any two nodes X and Y, X,Y ∈ {U,G,A}, is dXY =
f(lX, lY), where f(a,b) �

√
(xa − xb)2 + (ya − yb)2 + (za − zb)2

with a � (xa, ya, za) ∈ S and b � (xb, yb, zb) ∈ S .
Denote the channel gain between any pair of nodes X and Y as hXY .

The link between the UAV and a ground node (i.e.,G orA) are modeled
as an air-to-ground channel, which could be either LoS or non-LoS
(NLoS). Thus, the channel gains hUG and hUA are respectively given
by:

hUG =

{
βLoS(dUG)

−α

βNLoS(dUG)
−α hUA =

{
βLoS(dUA)

−α

βNLoS(dUA)
−α,

(1)

where α is the path-loss exponent for the air-to-ground channel, and
βLoS andβNLoS are the additional attenuation factors for the LoS link and
NLoS link, respectively. The terrestrial channel experiences quasi-static
independent Rayleigh fading [11]. Therefore, the channel gain hAG of
the link between the attacker and the GBS is given by:

hAG = ρ0(dAG)
−κvAG, (2)

where ρ0 represents the channel gain at a reference distance of 1 m, κ is
the path-loss exponent, and vAG is an exponentially distributed random
variable with unit mean.

B. Problem Formulation

As stated, the smart attacker operates in three modes and the legit-
imate UAV can transmit two types of information. To characterize the
attack mode of the attacker and the information type of the UAV, two
indicatorsm ∈ {1, 2, 3} and n ∈ {1, 2} are introduced to represent the
current attack mode and information type, respectively. Specifically, for
the UAV, if confidential information is transmitted, we have n = 1; and
if misleading information is transmitted, we have n = 2. If the attacker
operates in the eavesdropping mode, we have m = 1; if the jamming
mode is adopted, we have m = 2; and if the sleep mode is adopted,
we have m = 3. Clearly, the secrecy rate of the UAV and the damage
caused by the attacker are different for different network state {n,m},
which are elaborated as follows.

1) When the UAV Transmits Confidential Information (n =
1): Assume the transmit power of the UAV U remains constant during
the flight period, denoted asPU. Then the communication rateRU over
the U2G link in bps/Hz isRU = log2(1 + PUhUG/σ

2), whereσ2 is the
power of additive white Gaussian noise. When the attacker operates in
the eavesdropping mode, the secrecy rateRmn

S of U2G communication
is defined as the difference between the communication rate RU and
the eavesdropping rate, i.e.,

Rm1
S =

[
RU − log2

(
1 +

PUhUA

σ2

)]+

, if m = 1, (3)

where [x]+ is defined as [x]+ � max{x, 0}. When the attacker enters
the jamming mode, the secrecy rate Rmn

S is given by:

Rm1
S = log2

(
1 +

PUhUG

PAhAG + σ2

)
, if m = 2, (4)

where PA is the jamming power of the attacker. If the attacker is in the
sleep mode, it does not cause any damage and the secrecy rate Rmn

S

is equal to the communication rate RU, i.e., Rm1
S = RU when m = 3.

Moreover, the damage Dmn
A caused by the attacker is defined as the

difference between the communication rate RU and the secrecy rate
Rmn

S of the U2G link, i.e., Dm1
A � RU −Rm1

S , for m ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
2) When the UAV Transmits Misleading Information (n = 2):

Since no useful information is received by the GBS in this case, the
secrecy rateRmn

S for the U2G communication is zero, i.e.,Rm2
S = 0 for

m ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For the malicious attacker, operating in the eavesdrop-
ping mode or jamming mode not only brings no gain, but also increases
the risk of being misled or detected. Taking this into consideration,
the damage caused by the attacker, Dmn

A , under the two modes (i.e.,
eavesdropping and jamming) is defined as a decreasing function of the
signal-to-noise ratio of the corresponding links. In addition, when the
sleep mode is adopted, the damage caused by the attacker will be zero.
Therefore, we have,

Dm2
A �

⎧⎨
⎩

−PUhUA/σ
2, if m = 1

−PAhAG/σ
2, if m = 2

0, if m = 3.
(5)

Assume the UAV and the smart attacker are both mobile with
constant speeds VU and VA, respectively. As intelligent agents, they
can learn the optimal trajectories to maximize their own utility, which
are defined as the difference between the reward and the cost, i.e.,{

wU � (Rmn
S − cUΔdU) + C1

wA � (Dmn
A − cAΔdA) + C2,

(6)
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where cU and ΔdU = VU ×Δt are the flight cost per unit distance and
the flight distance of the UAV, cA and ΔdA = VA ×Δt are the moving
cost per unit distance and the moving distance of the attacker, C1 and
C2 are constants to guarantee that the utilities are nonnegative.

To facilitate the analysis, we assume that the UAV and the attacker are
moving parallel to the coordinate axis directions [12], and discretize the
trajectories by their per unit distance in each time slot. Then the action
space of the UAV is denoted as:

AU = {(0, 0, 0), (−VU, 0, 0), (VU, 0, 0), (0, VU, 0),

(0,−VU, 0), (0, 0, VU), (0, 0,−VU)}, (7)

which represents its flight directions including stay, left, right, forward,
backward, up, and down in the three-dimensional space. Likewise, the
action space of the attacker is given by:

AA = {(0, 0, 0), (−VA, 0, 0), (VA, 0, 0),

(0, VA, 0), (0,−VA, 0)}, (8)

which represents its moving directions including stay, left, right, for-
ward, and backward in the two-dimensional space.

In time slot t, the UAV U chooses an action aU(t) from its action
space AU, and the attacker A chooses an action aA(t) from its action
space AA. The trajectories of the UAV U and the attacker A from start
to time slot T are given by:{LU=[lU(t), t=0, . . ., T |lU(t)= lU(t−1)+aU(t), lU(0)= lU],

LA=[lA(t), t=0, . . ., T |lA(t)= lA(t−1)+aA(t), lA(0)= lA].
(9)

Denote the partial observation vectors of the UAV and the attacker
as n = [n(0), n(1), . . ., n(T )] and m = [m(0),m(1), . . .,m(T )], re-
spectively. Then, the long-term utilities of the UAV and the attacker
are given by WU[LU,LA|n] =

∑T
t=0 wU(t) and WA[LU,LA|m] =∑T

t=0 wA(t), respectively. The goals of the UAV and the attacker
are to maximize their long-term cumulative utilities via optimizing
the trajectories with partial information. Therefore, the optimization
problem can be formulated as:{

maxaU(t)∈AU
WU[LU,LA|n],

maxaA(t)∈AA
WA[LU,LA|m],

t = 0, 1, . . ., T. (10)

III. ADVERSARIAL GAME BASED SCHEME

Due to the multiple attack modes and information types, the network
state is dynamic. Since the information pattern of the UAV and the mode
of the attacker are private information, the complete knowledge of the
network state remains partially observable for the two agents. Facing
these practical challenges, an adversarial game based optimization
scheme for coping with the dynamical state and incomplete information
is proposed in this section.

A. Adversarial Game With Partial Observation

Considering the adversarial interactions between the UAV and the
smart attacker, and the incomplete knowledge of the two agents about
the network state, we adopt an adversarial game G with partial observa-
tion characteristics to reformulate the anti-hybrid attack optimization
problem in the UAV communication network. Formally, we have G �
〈{U,A}, {n,m}, {AU,AA}, {pn,qm}, {wU, wA}〉, where n and m
are partial observations of the two agents U and A, respectively;
pn = [pn,aU

]1×|AU | is the probability distribution over the action space
AU with observation n, and pn,aU

is the probability of taking action

aU among AU; similarly, qm = [qm,aA
]1×|AA | is the probability dis-

tribution over the action space AA with observation m, and qm,aA
is

the probability of taking action aA among AA; and |X | represents the
number of elements in set X .

Although Nash equilibrium (NE) is a leading notation for non-
cooperative games, it retains some weaknesses in practice: (i) comput-
ing an NE could be intractable; (ii) the NE is prone to have equilibrium
selection issues; and (iii) the social welfare performance of an NE may
be relatively inferior. Here, we introduce a more general concept, named
correlated equilibrium (CE), to characterized the adversarial game.

Definition 1 (Correlated Equilibrium): A CE solution of the adver-
sarial game G with a specific network state {n,m} is a joint strategy
profile (p∗

n)
Tq∗

m = [p∗n,aU
q∗m,aA

]|AU |×|AA | over the joint action space
AU ×AA, such that for the two agents U and A, it holds that

{∑
[aU,aA]∈AU×AA

p∗n,aU
q∗m,aA

[wU(aU, aA)−wU(a
′
U, aA)]�0∑

[aU,aA]∈AU×AA
p∗n,aU

q∗m,aA
[wA(aU, aA)−wA(aU, a

′
A)]�0.

(11)
The anti-hybrid attack trajectory optimization problem with incom-

plete information can be transformed to an adversarial game with partial
observation, in which the two intelligent agents aim to obtain the CE
solutions to maximize their utilities, i.e.,

⎧⎨
⎩

p∗
n = argmax

∑
aU∈AU

pn,aU
wU(aU, aA), n ∈ {1, 2}

q∗
m = argmax

∑
aA∈AA

qm,aA
wA(aU, aA),m ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (12)

Remark: It has been shown that every finite game has a nonempty
set of CEs [13]. For our established adversarial game G, with the
finite number of agents and their corresponding action spaces, it is
indeed a finite game. Therefore the existence of CEs of the constructed
adversarial gameG can be guaranteed. Moreover, (11) shows that the CE
can be regarded as a more general mixed-strategy equilibrium solution
of the game. In this case, the CE solution is usually not unique.

B. Counterfactual Regret Minimization Scheme

Considering the dynamics and diversity of the network state as
characterized by (12), the agents U and A are expected to apply
different strategies according to their different observations, i.e., p∗

n

for n ∈ {1, 2} and q∗
m for m ∈ {1, 2, 3}. To this end, a CRM scheme

is proposed, which can cope with the incomplete information of agents
and achieve CE solutions of the adversarial game, thus maximizing
the long-term utilities of the two agents with only their partial obser-
vations. The key idea of the CRM is to learn the environment from
the perspective of partial observation rather than the global state,
and to track regrets for past plays and then to take future actions
proportional to the positive regrets [14]. In this case, the challenges
of the dynamical state and incomplete information can be addressed.
The CRM algirthm is designed as follows. Let X ∈ {U,A} denote
an arbitrary agent, o ∈ {n,m} represent the observation of agent X,
and so = [so,aX

]1×|AX | ∈ {pn,qm} denote the strategy profile of agent
X with observation o, where aX and AX are the selected action
and the action space of agent X with aX ∈ AX. To enable strategy
learning just relying on partial information, the CRM leverages the
action-value with a specific observation and the observation-value of
all possible observations to calculate the counterfactual advantage of
actions with different observations. Specifically, in iteration i, with a
specific observation o, agent X takes the action aX according to the
current strategy profile so(i). Then the action-value ϕX[o, aX|so(i)] of
action aX with observation o, and the observation-value ψX[o|so(i)] of
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observation o are respectively given by:{
ϕX[o, aX|so(i)] � wX(i)
ψX[o|so(i)] =

∑
aX∈AX

so,aX
(i)ϕX[o, aX|so(i)]. (13)

Then for agent X with observation o, the instantaneous regret
eX(o, aX, i) of not taking action aX is expressed as:

eX(o, aX, i) = ϕX[o, aX|so(i)]− ψX[o|so(i)]. (14)

To fully exploit the past experience, the CRM scheme applies the
cumulative counterfactual regret for strategy updating. Over a period
of I iterations, the cumulative regret EX(o, aX, I) of agent X with
observation o is given by:

EX(o, aX, I) =
∑I

i=1
eX(o, aX, i). (15)

In the CRM scheme, agent X with observation o updates its strategy
profile so for all actions as follows:

so,aX
(I+1)=

{
[EX(o,aX,I)]+

ΦX(o,I)
, ifΦX(o, I)>0,

1
|AX | , otherwise,

(16)

where ΦX(o, I) �
∑

aX∈AX
[EX(o, aX, I)]

+ is the total nonnegative
cumulative counterfactual regret from the first iteration to the Ith
iteration of all actions with observation o.

Next, we analyze the convergence of the proposed CRM algorithm
from the perspective of the average action selection probability, which
is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Average Action Selection Probability): For agent X,
consider a period of plays from i = 1 to i = I and denote the set of
iteration index that a specific observation o occurs as Io, i.e., Io �
{i = 1, 2, . . ., I|o(i) = o}. Then, for action aX with observation o, the
average action selection probability from the first play to the Ith play
is given by:

s̄o,aX
(I) =

∑
i∈Io so,aX

(i)

|Io| . (17)

Theorem 1: Applying the CRM scheme to the formulated adversar-
ial game, as the number of iterations I → ∞, the average action se-
lection probability s̄o,aX

(I) of action aX with observation o converges
almost surely to the set of CEs.

Proof: The proof process is based on a lemma from [15], which
gives the regret bound.

Lemma 1: With the proposed CRM algorithm, for an observa-
tion o of agent X, denote the nonnegative average counterfactual
regret from i = 1 to i = I as μX(o, aX, I), i.e., μX(o, aX, I) �
[EX(o, aX, I)]

+/I . Then we have

∑
aX∈AX

[μX(o, aX, I)]
2 � 1

I2

I∑
i=1

|AX|[ξX(o, i)]2, (18)

where ξX(o, i) � maxaX∈AX
eX(o, aX, i) is the maximum term of the

instantaneous counterfactual regrets eX(o, aX, i) of all actions in the
ith iteration [15].

According to Lemma 1, we have{
max

aX∈AX

[μX(o, aX, I)]

}2

= max
aX∈AX

[μX(o, aX, I)]
2

�
∑

aX∈AX

[μX(o, aX, I)]
2 � |AX|

I2

I∑
i=1

[ξX(o, i)]
2

� |AX|
I2

[ΞX(o)]
2 =

|AX|
I

[ΞX(o)]
2 , (19)

Fig. 2. Evolutions of the average regrets of the two agents U and A with the
number of iterations increasing.

where ΞX(o) � max{i=1,2,...,I} ξX(o, i) is the maximum value of all
ξX(o, i) from the first iteration to the Ith iteration.

According to (19), we conclude that as I → ∞, for any aX of agent
X with observation o, the nonnegative average counterfactual regret
μX(o, aX, I) will approach zero, i.e.,

lim
I→∞

μX(o, aX, I) � lim
I→∞

maxa′
X
∈AX

[μX(o, a
′
X, I)]

� lim
I→∞

√
|AX| [ΞX(o)]

2

I
= lim

I→∞

√|AX|ΞX(o)√
I

= 0. (20)

Therefore, we can state that the CRM is a regret minimization algo-
rithm with guaranteed convergence. Moreover, according to [16], the
conclusion can be drawn that if all agents obey the recommendation of
some regret minimizers, the average probability s̄o,aX

(I) of all actions
approaches the set of CEs as I → ∞. Thus the proof is completed.�

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
CRM scheme for anti-hybrid attack trajectory optimization via sim-
ulations. The default simulation parameters are set as: α = 3, βLoS

= 1 dB, βNLoS = 20 dB, κ = 2, ρ0 = −30 dBm, PU = 0.1W, PA =
0.05W, σ2 = 0.1mW, VU = 2m/s, VA = 1m/s, cU = 2mW and cA =
1mW.

First, to demonstrate the convergence performance of our proposed
CRM scheme, we present the evolution of the average regrets of the
two agents under different observations in Fig. 2. Clearly, with more
iterations, the average regrets of the UAV and the attacker with all their
observations both approach zero, which verifies Theorem 1. That is
to say, with the proposed CRM algorithm, each agent can learn the
appropriate strategies just relying on partial observation of the network
state, by which the agents can take actions with no regrets. Thus the
optimized strategies of the two agents are the CE solutions.

Furthermore, within a period of T iterations, the optimized trajecto-
ries of the UAV and the attacker given by the CRM scheme are presented
in Fig. 3. It is observed that the attacker selectively approaches the UAV
transmitter and the GBS receiver according to whether its current attack
mode is eavesdropping or jamming, and its two-dimensional location
starts at (−13 m, 20 m) and ends at (6 m, 7 m). The UAV would keep
a safe distance from the attacker while approaching the GBS, and its
three-dimensional location starts at (32 m, 13 m, 36 m) and ends at
(2 m, −7 m, 10 m).
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Fig. 3. The optimal trajectories of the UAV and the attacker given by the CRM
scheme.

Fig. 4. Utilities of the two agents under different learning schemes. (a) The
UAV’s utility. (b) The attacker’s utility.

Moreover, to evaluate the optimization performance in terms of long-
term utility, we use the Q-learning method as a benchmark, and consider
two scenarios that each agent has complete or partial information of
the network state. The performance of the random selection approach
is regarded as a lower bound. The performance trends of the UAV
and the attacker are provided in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), respectively,
where their own transmit or jamming power is increased and the other’s
power remains unchanged. It can be seen that for the UAV, its utility
can be enhanced by straightly increasing the transmit power. Yet for
the attacker, since higher jamming power would raise the risk of being
detected, its utility decreases if the jamming power is larger than a
certain value. More important, Fig. 4 shows that the performance of
the CRM with complete and partial information are almost the same,
while that of the Q-learning in the two scenarios are significantly dif-
ferent. The performance of Q-learning degrades severely under partial
information. These results validate that our proposed CRM scheme
is capable of handling incomplete information and hence achieving
superior performance in both scenarios with partial information over
the benchmark scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the anti-hybrid attack trajectory opti-
mization problem for secure communications in UAV networks. To
overcome the challenges of dynamic network state and incomplete
information, an adversarial game with partial observation was estab-
lished, and a CRM scheme that focused on minimizing the regret of
actions under all possible observations was proposed to achieve the CE
of the game. Numerical results validated the advantages of our proposed
CRM scheme over the benchmark especially in practical scenarios
with partial information. Transmit (jamming) power optimization and
information type (attack mode) selection of the UAV (the attacker) are
interesting directions and worthy of further study.
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